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MANUU-College of Teacher Education, Bhopal organized a visit of Tribal Museum-Bhopal 

on 1st June 2022 of B.Ed. II Semester Course. Students of B.Ed. Students were instructed to 

reach sharp 11:00 AM at Tribal Museum and followed the Covid-19 guidelines.  

The Visit was organized under the supervision of following faculty members: 

1. Dr. Shaikh Irfan Jameel, Assistant Professor  

2. Dr. Tarannum Khan, Assistant Professor 

3. Mr. Saifuddin, Assistant Professor 

The objective of the visit is to understand all the aspects of tribal life, their stories about their 

ancestors, stories of various tribes about origin of earth and connect their myths from science  

and on the other hand to learn to use eco-friendly utensils and products in their daily life.  

After taking entry tickets for the faculty students and separate tickets for two faculty and one 

student for using camera inside the Museum, we all entered in Tribal Museum.  

 

Picture 1: Faculty members and students at entrance of Tribal Museum  

 

In a big Dome Full Scale models of various Tribes’ villages were there in which their homes 

(huts), utensils, religious beliefs, sculptures, gods & goddesses, mandaps, etc. were made up 

of mud, wood and decorated with colours extracted with natural material.  



  

Picture 2: Tribes House (Hut) made of mud, wood, etc. 

 

     

Picture 3: Utensils made of mud and decorated with colours 

 

     

Picture 4: Households made of bamboo 



Tribal philosophy of life and their rites, asthetics and rituals from birth to last ceremonial of 

different Tribes i.e., Bhilala, Baiga, Bhil, Gahdawa/Jhara, Rajwar, Gond, Kol, Maadiya was 

written in Hindi and English and manifested in the art forms shaped by them. 

      

Picture 5: Mandap 

 

Picture 6: Inside view of Mandap 

There are folklores and mythical stories that are depicted in such a large gallery with high walls. 

How tribes spend their leisure time and their games was shown in gallery.  

 

Picture 7: Paali game of Tribes 



  

Picture 8: Rassa Kashi game played by Tribes 

 

The science behind the old traditions and living of the tribe was very well depicted in their 

house and households. 

 

   

Picture 9: Place made in the hut to store grains and window 



 

Picture 10: Window made of metal and mud 

 

Festivals of different tribes and their celebrations were also depicted in the museum. 

 

Picture 11: Dusshera Rath 



At the end faculty and students enjoyed samosa and tea at canteen. The canteen is decorated 

with bamboo and tribe paintings. 

 

 

Students enjoyed the visit and happy to learn about the tribal myths and their life style.  
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